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Abstract. A di�erent approach to visualizing
formalized knowledge on social semantic web
applications is proposed and implemented in to
the TaOPis system. A knowledge visualizer is
build on top of the semantic wiki subsystem, using
OWL based ontologies which are generated from
user supplied meta-data. The application displays
visual connections between classes and instances,
as well as provides access to object properties and
allows for visual search of related tags. Various
use-cases are presented and analyzed which show
that visual search has major advantages to formal
niKlas-based querying.
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1 Introduction and Related

Work

The visualization of knowledge bases and ontolo-
gies is not a new �eld [9, 1, 2, 5] an there have
been various tools and techniques proposed [10].
On the other hand visualisation the structure and
dynamics of wikis is subject to intensive research
and development in recent years [16, 4, 8, 17]. The
visualization of semantic wikis and its use in knowl-
edge management, however, has got rather small
attention of the scienti�c community. There were
some interesting applications like Fact Boxes and
Ontology browser for the Semantic Media Wiki en-
gine [7], ontology graph visualization in WikiSAR
[3], or visualization of wiki semantics using topic
maps [6].

Herein we will present a di�erent approach to se-

mantic wiki visualization with an accent on knowl-
edge discovery. A visualization module for the
ᵀaOP	�s system has been developed that is directly
connected to the user de�ned semantics of a given
wiki. For ᵀaOP	�s , a community management Web
3.0 application, already having a formal querying
mechanism (the niKlas language) this is an ex-
cellent addition since it fosters ease of use. On
the other hand, visual knowledge discovery isn't as
powerful as niKlas since it doesn't make use of the
social network surrounding the wiki.

2 ᵀaOP	�s , niKlas and OWL

ᵀaOP	�s is a social semantic web application for self-
organizing communities providing suitable tools
like semantic wiki systems, forums, blogs, ranking
mechanisms, content �ltering, tagging etc [12, 13,
15]. The system has been used for almost three
years for various purposes, but most projects deal
with knowledge management due to the fact that
the system is used in a knowledge management
course at the Faculty of organization and informat-
ics. Especially its semantic wiki subsystem is of
special interest since it accumulates metainforma-
tion which is of great importance to �nding relevant
information.

ᵀaOP	�s uses the so called niKlas wiki language
which has build in querying mechanisms [14]. The
niKlas syntax, which is similar to phpBB code1,
de�nes beside di�erent text formatting commands,
a query command based on frame logic [11] and
especially the Flora-2 reasoning engine [18] with
the following syntax:

1phpBB is a free open-source forum and messaging board
system available at http://www.phpbb.net



[ query f lora2_query . ]
{ [ amalgamate p r o j e c t_ l i s t ] ] }
{ [ p r obab i l i t y c on s t r a i n t ] }
{ [ header ] header_formatting [ / header ] }
answer_formatting
[ / query ]

whereby �ora2_query is a normal (restricted)
Flora-2 query with de�ned return variables,
project_list is a list of projects (each having its own
knowledge base) which should be amalgamated,
constraint is a probability constraint making use of
social network analysis, header_formatting is the
optional header (possibly formatted using niKlas
code),2 and answer_formatting is a ᵀaOP	�s for-
matting that can contain variables used in the
Flora-2 query. The answer_formatting is re-
peated for any answer returned by the Flora-2
reasoning engine by using the generated Flora-2
ontology of the semantic wiki as a knowledge base.

As an ilustrative example the following query
would generate a list of users.

[ query ?_: user [ name−>?n ] ,
s o r t (?n , asc ) . ]

[ header ] [ b ] Users [ / b ] [ / header ]
name : ?n
[ / query ]

The Flora-2 query ?_:user[ name->?n,
surname->?s ]. is issued against the dynamic
knowledgebase of the system. The obtained results
are then replicated in the answer formatting; each
answer prints out one answer formatting. On the
other hand the header section will be printed only
once. Thus the result of this query would be similar
to:

[ b ] Users [ / b ]
name : Markus
name : Tomislav

In the second phase, after the query generated
a formatting, the rest of the niKlas code is trans-
lated to HTML but other target languages could
be implemented. In this case, the HTML encoded
answer would be:

<b>Users</b>
name : Markus<br />

2In the current version subqueries are not allowed.

name : Tomislav<br />

ᵀaOP	�s implements a dynamic ontology export
facility, allowing Flora-2 and Web Ontology Lan-
guage (OWL) export. The ontologies are dynam-
ically constructed depending on the user-supplied
meta data. In this way ᵀaOP	�s wikis can be used
to implement intelligent reasoning agents or an on-
tology visualization like it is done in this paper.

In the mentioned export facility, any wiki page,
forum post, blog entry or comment, user or project
is considered to be an instance of a proper class3.
For example an instance of a wiki page might look
like the following in an exported Flora-2 ontol-
ogy:

object_id_5352 : wiki_page [
' pog l av l j e ' −> { '4 '} ,
' author ' −> { 'markus . schatten ' } ,
' ur l ' −> ' http :// au t opo i e s i s . f o i . hr/

wik i . php?name=KM+−+FOI&
parent=NULL&page=semmodtao ' ,

' t i t l e ' −> ' semmodtao ' ,
' naslov ' −> { 'TaOPis − FAQ'} ,
' type ' −> ' wiki ' ] .

The same instance would look as follows in OWL:

<WikiPage rd f : ID="object_id_5352">
<pog l a v l j e>4</ pog l a v l j e>
<author

r d f : r e s o u r c e="#markus . s chat ten "/>
<ur l>
ht tp : // au t opo i e s i s . f o i . hr/

wik i . php?name=KM+−+FOI&
parent=NULL&page=semmodtao

</ u r l>
<t i t l e>semmodtao</ t i t l e>
<nas lov>TaOPis − FAQ</nas lov>
</WikiPage>

As one can see, each instance has some prede-
�ned attributes from which the url attribute is of
special importance for this study. The url attribute
allways points to the absolute URL of a given ob-
ject and thus provides us with the possibility to �nd
it on the wiki system.

3There is a small prede�ned vocabulary in ᵀaOP	�s but
new classes, attributes, relations (Flora-2 and OWL) and
rules (only for Flora-2 ) can be added at will.



3 Semantic Wiki Visualization

Implementation

All data needed for visualization is gathered from
an OWL �le which is generated dynamically for
each wiki. The OWL export is essentially an XML
�le with de�ned class hierarchy where classes have
supplemented metadata. OWL language is pro-
posed and recommended by W3C as standard a
format for data integration (information and meta-
data) and one of the fundamental building blocks
of the Semantic Web.

Figure 1: Sample visualization of a semantic wiki
ontology

The implementation of Wiki Visualization is
written in the MXML/ActionScript3 programming
language and requires Adobe Flash Player VM on
the end user side to be run. The application it-
self is open source and can be compiled with free
available Adobe Flash Builder 4 SDK. First part
in the process of visualizing begins with parsing

the OWL/RDF XML �le. As the parsing goes, the
data from the �le is populated in tree data struc-
ture. Each node in the tree represents a class from
the ontology. Other information about a speci�c
class is also bound to the tree node, such as object
information (attributes) and class instances (mem-
bers). The second part of the application deals with
visualizing the data from the gathered tree data
structure which consists of drawing ellipsis (repre-
senting classes), tweaking position of ellipsis to look
like a tree, drawing connections between ellipsis
and lastly, making them interactive (setting mouse
event handlers and functions). Figure 1 shows a
sample visualization.

4 Use-Cases

Figure 2 shows the use case diagram of the appli-
cation. The user's role is to pick Visual Knowledge
Discovery option on a project page on the TaOPis
web application and then visualization starts. User
can then explore class attributes or pick classes to
open a list of wiki pages tagged with the adequate
attribute-value tag.

Figure 2: Knowledge visualization use-case dia-
gram

For example if a user clicks on class de�nicija4 the
output would be similar to the one on �gure 3. As

4De�nicija is Croatian for de�nition.



one can see the list contains all pages tagged with
class:definicija all over the system (not only
on the particular project the visualization was used
on). These pages represent the instances of the se-
lected class. By clicking on some instance the page
shows up, together with its properties (attributes
and values) which are again followable links. By
clicking on a selected attribute-value pair a list of
pages all over the system, containing this proper-
ties shows up. In this way users can discover similar
pages and discover new knowledge.

Figure 3: Partial list of wiki pages tagged with
class:definicija

In order to do a similar thing using the niKlas
querying mechanism the user would have to issue a
query of the following form:

[ query ? _ : c l a s s [
a t t r i bu t e−>value ,
t i t l e −>?p
ur l−>?u ] . ]

[ amalgamate
" p r o j e c t  1"
" p r o j e c t  2"

. . .
" p r o j e c t  N" ]

[ l i n k=?u>?p ]
[ / query ]

Where class is the class name the user wants
to follow and attribute and value represent the
selected property. Such a query requires relatively
advanced knowledge of the user. In order to get
results from multiple projects the user would have
to use the amalgamation facility. Thus, ontology
visualization yields better ease of use for the less
conversant users.

5 Conclusion

We showed how a simple class hierarchy visualiza-
tion system build on top of ᵀaOP	�s can be used to
discover new and unknown knowledge on seman-
tic wikis. The advantages over the build-in niKlas
querying mechanism are a visual approach, intu-
itive user interface and interactivity which in the
bottom line fosters ease of use. Still, the ontology
visualization facility isn't as powerfull as the niKlas
querying mechanism since it only allows for a pre-
de�ned set of queries (browse instances by class,
browse instances by property). Thus a combina-
tion of the two approaces for knowledge discovery
would be ideal.

We envision to build a visual querying mecha-
nism (builder) by introducing logic variables into
the visualization. In this way queries could be con-
structed by creating visual templates, which then in
turn could be translated to niKlas queries. These
and similar issues are subject to our future resarch.
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